Abstract. We report heating rate measurements in a microfabricated gold-onsapphire surface electrode ion trap with trapping height of approximately 240 µm. Using the Doppler recooling method, we characterize the trap heating rates over an extended region of the trap. The noise spectral density of the trap falls in the range of noise spectra reported in ion traps at room temperature. We find that during the first months of operation the heating rates increase by approximately one order of magnitude. The increase in heating rates is largest in the ion loading region of the trap, providing a strong hint that surface contamination plays a major role for excessive heating rates. We discuss data found in the literature and possible relation of anomalous heating to sources of noise and dissipation in other systems, namely impurity atoms adsorbed on metal surfaces and amorphous dielectrics.
Introduction
Trapped ions provide a promising candidate to pursue quantum information processing. Successful implementations of basic quantum protocols as well as the creation of entangled states support this view [1, 2] . A promising route to scalability of iontrap based quantum information processing was proposed in which segmented trap electrodes allow splitting, shuttling, and recombination of ion crystals [3] . To overcome the difficulties of assembling three-dimensional trap structures and simplify fabrication, several groups are developing planar (surface) ion traps where all electrodes lie within one plane and can be constructed using standard microfabrication methods [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] . In particular, recently the NIST group successfully transported ions through junctions in such planar traps [11] .
Despite the recent progress, there are still a number of unresolved difficulties with planar traps. In the effort to develop this technology, one strives for miniaturization in order to easily achieve the high trap frequencies required for fast splitting of ion crystals [4] , and to increase coupling rates in approaches where trapped ions are coupled to [12] or via solid state elements [13] . Thus, planar traps with ion-surface separations of less than 100 µm are pursued. However, the observed ion heating rates are more than 3 orders of magnitude higher than those expected from Johnson noise considerations [14, 15] , imposing a major obstacle in developing this approach.
This so-called "anomalous" heating in ion traps is usually discussed in terms of the "patch potential" model [16] . The essential features of this model are that the electric field noise responsible for heating of the ion motion arises from a large number of randomly fluctuating sources and that the electric field of individual sources scales with source-ion separation as an electrical dipole field. These two features reproduce the observed 1/d 4 scaling of the electric field noise with the separation, d, between the ion and trap electrodes. Besides the scaling with distance, the noise spectral density of anomalous heating is believed to scale as 1/f with frequency [16] and experiments indicated increase of noise on particular traps with time, possibly due to contamination of the trap electrodes [16, 17] . More recently it has been found that the noise is drastically reduced at low temperatures [8] , and seems to be related to thermally activated processes [18] , further supporting the 1/f nature.
This phenomenology suggests a connection with noise in various other systems. Electric field noise is a factor in nanomechanics [19] , single spin detection [20] , and measurement of weak forces (e.g. gravitation) [21] . Moreover charge noise limits the performance of nanoelectronic and quantum electronic devices, such as single electron transistors [22] , Josephson qubits [23] , superconducting coplanar resonators [24, 25, 26] , and quantum dots [27, 28] . In these systems decoherence is believed to be caused by tunneling two level systems (TLS) which possess a dipole moment [29, 30] . Such TLS are common in amorphous dielectrics and are known to contribute to dielectric losses and attenuation of phonons [31, 32, 33] . The latter mechanism has also been suggested to be relevant in dissipation encountered in efforts to laser cool dielectric mechanical resonators [34] .
In a different direction, in measurements of non-contact friction using metalized atomic force microscope cantilevers close to metal surfaces, dissipation 9 to 11 orders of magnitude higher than expected for clean metal surfaces is observed [35, 36, 37] , albeit in a different frequency and distance regime than those accessible with ion traps. This effect is suggested to be due to impurity atoms adsorbed on the metal surfaces, and it is suggested that less than one atomic monolayer of adsorbate is sufficient to produce this effect [37] . In addition, the initially high level of dissipation close to metal surfaces has been found to further increase by up to two orders of magnitude upon deposition of dielectrics on a gold surface [38] .
Finally, magnetic traps for neutral atoms also suffer from electromagnetic field noise [39] . In this case, magnetic fields in the radio or microwave frequency range couple to the atomic spins and result in atom loss by causing spin flips. Contrary to the situations discussed above, this mechanism is well understood and accounted for by Johnson noise on the metallic trap electrodes [40] .
Here we study anomalous heating in ion traps. We describe a simple method for fabrication of planar traps and measure their heating rates using the Doppler recooling method [41] . Taking advantage of the segmented trap geometry, we measure heating rates at various positions above the trap and find strong time and position dependence, which indicates a major role of surface contamination in excess heating rates. The heating rates in the ion-loading region of the trap have increased by more than one order of magnitude over the time span of a few months. In contrast, the heating rates sufficiently far from the loading region remain low throughout our study.
Finally, we present a phenomenological model for anomalous heating in ion-traps that matches with the above general context. This is done by adapting the patch potential model assuming a distribution of oscillating microscopic dipoles on the trap electrodes, with properties such that the 1/f nature of noise in ion traps is reproduced. Using this model we estimate the density of electrical dipole sources on a trap electrode surface that would give rise to heating rates reported in the literature. In this context, we discuss the possible relevance of impurity atoms adsorbed on trap electrodes and tunneling TLS to anomalous heating in ion traps. Our model also explains why no "anomalous" heating effects are observed in magnetic atom traps.
Experimental Setup
We trap 40 Ca + ions in an asymmetric surface electrode trap with trapping height of approximately 240 µm, a schematic of which is shown in Fig. 1(a) . A resistive oven produces a beam of neutral calcium atoms propagating parallel to the trap plane and along the axis of the trap. Great care has been taken to minimize direct exposure of trap surfaces to the atomic beam: A stainless steel block, elevated by 200 µm above the plane of the trap, shields the trap from the calcium produced by the oven. Measurements of fluorescence of neutral calcium produced by the oven beam reveal undetectably low fluorescence level at a height of 100 µm above the trap plane. The Ca atoms are photoionized in the trapping region with a two-photon process from the ground state to the continuum via the 4 1 P 0 1 state using 250 mW/cm 2 of laser light at 422 nm (first stage) and 750 mW/cm 2 at 375 nm (second stage). Both laser beams are focused to waists of approximately 100 µm.
The trap is driven at frequency Ω RF /2π ≈15 MHz. This drive is amplified by a radio frequency amplifier to ≈ 100 mW and stepped up via a helical resonator in a quarter-wave configuration to a voltage of amplitude typically around 100 V. This is fed to the RF electrodes of the trap, with capacitance at the RF feedthrough of approximately 10 pF. DC electrodes placed on either side of the RF electrodes are used to move the ion along the axial direction and to compensate micromotion [42] . DC voltages used for trapping are between -10 V and 15 V, resulting in trap frequencies of (f x , f y , f z ) ≈ (1.2, 1.4, 0.4) MHz in the horizontal radial, vertical radial, and axial directions respectively. When the Doppler cooling lasers are switched off, ions typically remain in the trap between 5 s and 30 s depending on whether a high or low heating rate region of the trap is used. A diode laser stabilized at 794 nm is frequency doubled using a ring cavity to produce a wavelength of 397 nm, used for Doppler cooling and detection of the ions. A second diode laser at 866 nm acts as a repump. Both lasers are frequency stabilized to within 100 kHz with independent cavities using the Pound-Drever-Hall method. The frequency of the lasers can be varied by changing the cavity lengths with piezoelectric elements and the 397 nm laser frequency can also be adjusted without affecting the cavity using an acousto optic modulator in a double-pass configuration. The detection laser at 397 nm is intensity stabilized at the trap to a value of 38 mW/cm 2 . The intensity of the 866 nm repump laser is adjusted at approximately 115 mW/cm 2 . Ion fluorescence is collected by a microscope objective with NA=0.27. It is simultaneously detected by a photomultiplier tube and a CCD camera, using a 9:1 beam splitter. This configuration yields on the photomulitplier a maximum of 110 kcounts/s, which is reduced to 50 kcounts/sec after the cooling laser powers have been adjusted.
Planar trap design
For our heating rate measurements, we use a planar trap with asymmetric radio frequency electrode. The ratio between the widths of the two RF rails is 2:1 (see Fig. 1 ). This geometry gives rise to a tilted radio frequency quadrupole with tilt angle with respect to the vertical (Y ) direction of approximately 25
• , which allows efficient laser cooling of both radial modes. In this configuration standard Paul trap operation conditions can be achieved by aligning the static potential quadrupole with the radio frequency quadrupole. Then ion motion along each of the trap axes is described by the usual Mathieu equations [43] . If the static and radio frequency quadrupoles are not tilted by the same amount, the result is coupling of the Mathieu equations for ion motion in different directions which could modify trap stability [44] . This complication will arise in planar traps with symmetric radio frequency rails, since in this case tilting the trap axes with respect to the vertical direction will always result in a tilt of the static quadrupole with respect to the radio frequency quadrupole and consequently coupled equations of motion for the ions.
The trap used in this work was designed with the goal of having several independent trapping regions on the same device. Thus it has 10 pairs of DC electrode segments on the two outer sides of the radio frequency electrodes (see Fig. 1 ). This gives enough freedom to trap in different regions of the trap and to transport ions along the trap axis. A central DC segment is located directly underneath the ion, facilitating micromotion compensation in the vertical direction [42] . The central segment is 250 µm wide, while the DC segments on the sides of the radio frequency electrodes are 1000 µm by 400 µm in the X and Z directions respectively. The widths of the radio frequency electrodes are 400 µm and 200 µm respectively.
Trap fabrication and preparation
We fabricated this design with a minimum dimension (gaps between trap electrodes) of 10 µm, and electrode thickness of approximately 5 µm. The trap electrodes are deposited on a sapphire substrate which has rms surface roughness less than 1 nm. The initial step is evaporation of a 5 nm thick titanium adhesion layer, followed by evaporation of a 100 nm thick gold layer. Evaporation of both is done uniformly on the substrate. Photolithography is carried out using a negative photoresist (micro resist technology, ma-N 440), suitable for deposition of resist with thickness of several micrometers. After the development step (micro resist technology ma-D 332S), the photoresist is removed from the parts of the substrate where trap electrodes will be deposited and only the regions where the sapphire substrate will be exposed are covered by photoresist of approximately 4.5 µm thickness.
The evaporated gold acts as a seed layer during electroplating using a commercial gold electroplating solution (Metalor, ECF 60) at a temperature of 50 o C and current density of 1.4 mA/cm 2 . The resulting deposition rate is approximately 75 nm/min and the process is carried on for 70 minutes. The resulting gold layer has thickness varying between 4.4 µm and 6.3 µm on different areas of a circular 50 mm diameter wafer. The surface rms roughness of the gold film as measured with a surface profilometer is approximately 17 nm. After electroplating, the photoresist is removed and the seed layer is etched away using diluted "aqua regia", with HCl:HNO 3 :H 2 O in a 3:1:7 ratio. In this process etching of the seed layer in the regions of the gaps between trap electrodes will proceed at a rate considerably slower than in the rest of the trap, due to insufficient wetting of high aspect ratio troughs by the etching solution. To improve the etching rate of the seed layer, we use a surfactant (Triton X-100). Finally, after removal of the gold seed layer, a longer titanium-specific etching step to remove the remains of the titanium adhesion layer is performed in a diluted hydrochloric acid solution (32% HCl with addition of Triton-X 100, heated to 50 o C). The final etching steps do not influence the surface roughness of the trap electrodes. Before installation in vacuum all traps are cleaned in a sequence of acetone/isopropyl alcohol/deionized water baths, and blow dried in a nitrogen gas stream.
Using the above procedure, we have fabricated traps of various sizes. The ion trapping height in these varies between 500 µm and 125 µm. We successfully trapped single ions in three of those traps, the first with ion height of 500 µm above the trap surface, and the other two with ion height of approximately 240 µm. For what follows, we focus on one of the latter, which was extensively studied. Prior to the heating rate measurements, this trap was baked in vacuum at 150
• C for two weeks, to reach a base pressure of 2 × 10 −10 mbar.
Heating rate measurement method
The heating rates of the trap have been measured using the Doppler recooling method in which the motional energy of the ion is determined by taking advantage of the increased Doppler shift for an ion with increased kinetic energy [41] . This allows one to estimate the ion energy by comparing the instantaneous ion fluorescence to the steady state fluorescence level of a Doppler cooled ion. To evaluate the change in fluorescence, Doppler cooling of the ion is turned off for time τ off during which time the ions heat up. The change in the ion fluorescence is monitored as the ion cools down after turning the Doppler cooling on. This change in fluorescence level is used to determine the energy that the ion acquired during τ off , and thus deduce the ion heating rate. Application of the Doppler recooling method as described in the original proposal is practical for situations where the ion mode which is Doppler cooled does not experience significant micromotion, for example to cooling of the axial mode of a linear Paul trap. While this geometry is frequently sufficient, it is not applicable whenever a single Doppler cooling beam is available, as in situations where planar traps are part of a complex setup granting limited optical access to the ions. In these cases micromotion contribution to Doppler broadening can be significant and has to be taken into account in determining ion energy from changes in fluorescence. Following the procedure discussed in [41] we numerically find that for our experimental parameters micromotion contributes significantly to Doppler broadening, and can lead to an overestimation of the ion energy by a factor between 2 and 4 if the method is applied without accounting for micromotion. Nevertheless, the numerical integration required to obtain and fit fluorescence recooling curves to experimental data is computationally intense, which makes it practically infeasible.
In the case of 40 Ca + ions, further complications to application of the Doppler recooling method arise due to the electronic level scheme which is more comlicated than that of a simple two-level atom. In order to estimate the ion energy, the linewidth of the resonance and the saturation parameter(s) are required. For two level systems this is straightforward, however for multi-level dynamics the situation is more complex. In particular, dark-resonances and the strength of the repump light field(s) have significant influence on the line shape [45, 46, 47] .
One possible resolution is the detailed modeling of the dynamics and careful measurement of all relevant laser parameters such as detunings and intensities. Nevertheless, due to the complexity of the situation, instead of modelling the recooling dynamics in the presence of micromotion and multiple atomic levels we use here a simple workaround by calibrating the energy scale with well-defined electric field noise. Apart from ease of implementation a further advantage is that one can separate out the effect of different energies of the three motional modes on the fluorescence signal by choosing particular noise frequency bands and/or excitation geometries, i.e. the electrodes to which the noise is applied. Thus, one can study or avoid implicit assumptions while extracting a single heating rate for the three motional modes.
For these experiments, the intensity of the detection laser at 397 nm is actively stabilized at a value of 38 mW/cm 2 . The frequency of the detection laser is detuned to 5 MHz on the red side of the resonance of S 1 2 ↔ P1 2 . The intensity of the 866 nm repump laser is adjusted at 115 mW/cm 2 , and its frequency is adjusted to the P1 2 ↔ D3 2 transition by maximizing the fluorescence level. To measure recooling curves, we turn off Doppler cooling and allow the ion to heat by switching off the repump laser at 866 nm for the variable time τ off . During a time interval t pump ∼ 0.1 µs τ off the ion gets pumped into the D3 2 level and will not be cooled by the Doppler cooling laser. After the repump laser is turned on, ion fluorescence is acquired using time bins of 50 µs. The procedure is repeated typically 1000 times and the fluorescence curves are averaged to improve statistics. The inset in Fig. 2 shows a typical recooling curve obtained using this procedure.
To extract the ion energy from the recooling curves, we use the analysis procedure of [41] and extract a quantity , to which we will refer as the scaled energy. This would correspond to the ion energy in the case of a two-level ion experiencing no micromotion, but in our case it is found to be merely proportional to the ion energy. The latter is evident in the linear increase of with heating time τ off , shown in Fig. 2 .
To calibrate the scaled energy, we heat the ion with externally supplied white electric field noise provided by a signal generator that has been calibrated against a spectrum analyzer. The noise is white to a very large degree, with spectral density at the ion secular frequencies varying by less than 10 %. We vary the noise spectral density between 4.4 × 10 −16 V 2 /Hz and 2.5 × 10 −14 V 2 /Hz. The noise is applied to one of the trap electrodes with almost equal projection of the electric field on all the three modes of ion motion and the corresponding electric field noise at the ion position is changed between 1.7 × 10 −11 (V/m) 2 /Hz and 1.0 × 10
The calibration is performed by determining the heating rate d /dt from the recooling curves and comparing it to the expected ion heating rate dE/dt, at various levels of applied external noise. The latter is calculated using [16] 
where τ off is the time the ion is allowed to heat before measuring its energy, ω i is the secular frequency of the i th mode of the ion S E (ω i ) is the power spectral density of the electric field at that frequency. In this expression heating of the secular sidebands of the micromotion at Ω RF ± ω i is omitted, since it is expected to be weaker by a factor (ω i /Ω RF ) 2 ∼ 0.01 which is significantly below the accuracy of this method. Heating rates are determined for different values of the externally applied noise. The results of such measurements are shown in Fig. 3 , where we plot d /dt versus dE/dt. We find linear dependence on time scales about one hour, but the slopes between different trends taken several hours apart vary by up to a factor of roughly 2. This is most likely due to drifts in the experimental parameters that we do not stabilize accurately, namely the repump laser detuning and intensity. From linear fits to these curves we determine to be a factor of 8.9 ± 3.6 higher than the actual energy acquired by the ion. As a result, the uncertainty in our determination of heating rates of our trap is ultimately determined by the uncertainty in the calibration of vs E. Figure 3 . Calibration of the scaled energy, , determined from recooling curves against the externally applied noise source. Shown is d /dt, determined from the procedure outlined in the text and in Fig. 2 versus the externally induced heating rate dE/dt, determined from Eq. 1, for different magnitudes of applied noise. Also shown are a linear fits to the data. Different curves were measured with a minimum separation of 4 hours.
Results and discussion
Heating rate measurements were performed at different positions along the axis of the trap, as shown in Fig. 4 . The measured results have been normalized to phonons of 1 MHz frequency. The single filled data point at axial position of 2250 µm was measured one and a half months after the installation of the trap in vacuum and the open data points were obtained later, after an abrupt increase in heating rates of our trap. This occurred approximately after two months of trap operation. It coincided with a failure of the ion pump used to maintain the ultra-high vacuum and was followed by an increase in the stray electrostatic fields at the ion positions [42] . During the pump failure elevated pressures of 10 −7 mbar were reached in the vacuum chamber, while before and after the pressure was in the low 10 −10 mbar range. The heating rate appears to have a maximum around the region used for ion loading in the trap. This is the range of axial positions between roughly 1900 µm and 2700 µm, which was used extensively as an ion-loading zone. Far from the loading region the heating rate is close to the values measured in the "pristine" trap 1 1 2 months after trap installation in vacuum. The heating rates near the loading zone of the trap increased from ≈ 5 phonons/ms to more than ≈ 50 phonons/ms in the first few months of trap operation. Far from this zone, the heating rates maintained their lower value. Likewise, uncooled ion lifetimes decreased by one order of magnitude in the parts of the trap where increased heating rates were observed.
The change in heating rates coincided with an abrupt increase in stray static fields in the same region of the trap [42] and it is very likely that both of these effects are related to extensive use of the region around axial coordinate of 2250 µm as a loading zone. A number of effects can be responsible for the change in trap behavior. From the geometry of our vacuum apparatus, we expect that possible Ti contamination from the titanium sublimation pump is rather homogeneous. Similarly, surface contamination with atomic Ca from the oven is not expected to peak at the loading zone, located near the center of the trap, but rather to fall off monotonically moving towards the oven direction as a result of the atomic beam flux screening, discussed in Sec. 2. One possible meachanism of surface contamination is bombardment of the trap electrodes by electrons created during trap loading or by 40 Ca + ions which are created by photoionization outside the trapping volume. These can impinge on the gold surface with energies up to 100 eV when accelerated by the RF field. 40 Ca + ions with energies of a few eV can get physisorbed on the trap electrodes and later form chemical compounds, while ions at higher energies can sputter material from the trap surface. In addition, it is possible that the laser light used for ion creation and detection locally alters the chemical composition.
As the mechanism leading to heating of trapped ions is not fully understood, it is useful to summarize heating rates in different traps constructed from different electrode materials and used to trap different ion species. Since the noise spectral density, S E (ω), causing anomalous heating is believed to scale as 1/f with frequency [16] , it is convenient to regularize experimental results by deriving ω i S E (ω i ) [48] where ω i is the frequency of the ion mode which is being measured. This is straightforwardly done for heating rate measurements performed using the sideband spectroscopy method, where the heating rate of a specific secular mode can be measured. In order to regularize results measured using the Doppler recooling method one needs to take into account that the energy of all three secular modes is redistributed and finally removed from the ion, as discussed in [41] . Thus, a properly averaged "effective" frequency has to be used. By energy conservation considerations, we find that the effective frequency isω
i . In our measurements, the axial frequency is significantly smaller than the radial ones and ω turns out to be very close to the axial frequency.
Using this approach, we have compiled a graph of representative data found in the literature [5, 8, 10, 14, 16, 17, 18, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56] , see Fig. 5 . In the graph we specify ion species used in the measurements and trap electrode material, as well as temperature of the trap, if other than room temperature. We include some of the measurements performed in cooled trap apparatuses, but focus on the room temperature results where measurements are abundant. We observe that the majority of traps measured at the same temperature fall around a general trend following a d −4 law (corresponding to the diagonal of the figure). The traps with the lowest heating rates have been a molybdenum ring trap [16] used to trap 9 Be + and a gold-on-quartz surface trap [48] used to trap 25 Mg + . Nevertheless, the presence of both gold and molybdenum traps with noise spectral densities well within the average implies that more than material-specific the source of the noise is specific to trap preparation and cleaning procedures. As we discuss in what follows, less than one monolayer of adsorbed impurity atoms, as well as a thin dielectric layer formed on the trap surface can be responsible for the observed heating rates.
Model for anomalous heating
We now proceed to derive a phenomenological model of ion heating that can provide physical information to help identify the possible sources of anomalous heating in ion traps. The model is required to reproduce the correct scaling of noise spectral density with ion-trap distance and with frequency. Thus we consider a distribution of fluctuating dipoles on the trap electrode surface to be the source of anomalous heating. In many situations 1/f noise is attributed to systems with a Debye-type relaxation, and a distribution of relaxation rates [57] . Accordingly, we consider a typical dipole with Figure 5 . Summary of representative noise spectral densities for different traps found in the literature, plotted versus ion-trap distance d. The ion species and trap electrode material are specified. Temperature is specified when different than room temperature. References are organized in chronological order of appearance. The trap used in this work fell well within the average trend initially (lower point, corresponding to heating rate measured 1.5 months after installing the trap in vacuum), but still falls within the limits of the trend even after deterioration of trap performance. The diagonal in the figure corresponds to a d −4 trend. Data are from references [5, 8, 10, 14, 16, 17, 18, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56] .
dipole moment µ, relaxation rate Γ, leading to an autocorrelation function
The corresponding dipole spectral density is
To recover the 1/f noise spectrum, we assume a distribution of relaxation rates scaling as F (Γ) = A/Γ, where the normalization A = ln Γmax Γ min depends only logarithmically on the limiting relaxation rates. In the context of thermally activated dipole relaxation A corresponds to the range of energy barriers through which relaxation can occurr. The dipole moment spectral density is now obtained
Fluctuating dipoles on the trap electrodes produce fluctuating electric fields of order E = µ 2 π 0 r 3 at the ion position, a distance r away. This relation will not be exact, since a fluctuating dipole near a conducting surface will get either enhanced or screened depending on its orientation [58] , and the exact mechanism of screening of charges by metal surfaces at separations of the order of interatomic distances is unclear [59] , but it will suffice for our current estimates. Moreover, fluctuating electric dipoles will produce negligible magnetic field noise. The reason is that in the near-field of dipole radiation the electromagnetic field is predominantly electric. The near-field condition is always satisfied in current experiments, so this mechanism will cause electric field noise and virtually no magnetic field noise.
To estimate the electric field noise spectral density, we perform statistical averaging which results in scaling as √ N with the number, N , of dipoles. The noise spectral density from a planar trap with surface density n S of dipoles is then given by the integral over the trap surface
The rudimentary result of Eq. 5 allows us to estimate the product n S µ 2 of the density of dipoles on the trap surface with the squared dipole moment, based on the measured noise spectral density, secular frequency, and ion-trap distance. We use this result to evaluate different possible sources of anomalous heating due to contaminated trap electrode surfaces. By assuming a typical dipole moment of 1 D and value of normalization constant A ≈ 10 as reasonable estimates, the value of the average trend of heating rate data in Fig. 5 leads to n S ≈ 6 × 10 19 /m 2 . This value corresponds to typical surface densities of atoms on solid surfaces.
First we consider impurity atoms adsorbed on the trap electrodes, following the analysis of Volokitin et. al. [37] . In this case, a metal surface with small coverage by adsorbed molecules can give rise to dissipation and noise several orders of magnitude higher than those expected from a clean metal surface. To put this in the context of our model, we consider adsorbed atoms on the metal surface which form polar bonds and can switch between different configurations giving rise to fluctuating dipoles. As a typical dipole moment we take the value for Cs adsorbed on Cu(100) as considered by the above authors in [37] i.e. µ ≈ 4 D. Using Eq. 5, we obtain a coverage fraction θ ≈ 0.6 for a disordered gold surface, which is a very reasonable result. While in the case of tunneling TLS, which we consider next, the typical ranges of activation energies and relaxation times are somewhat known and well understood, such details are in general unclear for surface adsorbates. Nevertheless, this mechanism requires less than one monolayer of adsorbate and can, as a result, be very common unless specific care is taken to target and remove material-specific adsorbates from metal surfaces.
We also consider tunneling TLS in an amorphous dielectric film on the trap electrodes as the fluctuating dipoles. The thickness of the dielectric layer can be estimated as δ = n S /n V , where n V is the density of TLS in the dielectric. While this quantity is relatively well determined at temperatures in the few K range [33] , the situation at higher temperatures is unclear. It has been argued that the TLS density of states increases linearly with temperature [60] , and according to that estimate one obtains at room temperature a density n V ≈ 5 × 10 27 /m 3 of TLS with energies less than the estimated upper limit of 0.1 eV [31, 32] . With the above value of n s , this would correspond to a dielectric of thickness δ ≈ 10 nm. While this is a high value, it is only intended as an order of magnitude estimate, given the crudeness of the approximations used. It is possible that oxides on metal surfaces, residues of fabrication, gases adsorbed on the trap electrodes, and material deposited on trap surfaces while the trap is in operation form dielectric layers in the nanometer range.
Summary and Conclusions
We reported a simple fabrication method for segmented planar ion traps, suitable for ion transport and for operation with a tilt of the main trap axes with respect to the direction perpendicular to the trap plane. We described a modification of the Doppler recooling method for heating rate measurements and used the method to measure heating rates of one gold-on-sapphire planar trap. The heating rates were found to deteriorate with time, and to be position dependent with a maximum around the loading zone of the trap, suggesting surface contamination as a major source of anomalous heating. We presented a phenomenological model that can explain anomalous heating in the ion traps and used it to evaluate different possible sources of anomalous heating encountered in other systems. We found that both adsorbed impurity atoms close to a density of one monolayer and tunneling TLS in amorphous dielectrics on the trap electrodes can be responsible for the observed heating. Careful surface characterization and cleaning procedures of ion traps are needed to have a more definite conclusion on the sources of and solutions to anomalous heating.
